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GearAid.com

Position: Supply Chain Analyst

Working as a Supply Chain Analyst you will be responsible for collaborating with the Planning, 
Product Development, Production Operations and Finance teams to ensure accuracy of master 
data in ERP and Shop Floor Control Systems. Validate and maintain accurate product, labor and 
inbound shipping cost factors for all GEAR AID finished products and raw materials. Critically 
analyze planning, production, and costing processes for efficiency and quality improvements.  
Subject matter expert for ERP system.

Key Accountabilities:

Style Master Set Up:
Set up and maintain all finished goods and raw material information in ERP including: 
Size / color SKU detail, vendor, purchase cost, landed standard cost, product category 
dimensions, UPC codes, tariff codes / duty rates, production lead-time, order minimum 
requirements, and weights / dimensions for outbound shipping.

Labor Routings / Work Center Set Up:
Input and maintain accurate labor capacity and labor times for all work centers and 
production routings.

ERP Subject Matter Expert:
Subject matter expert for all product and shipping related data in the ERP and Shop Floor 
Control system. Directly support future ERP upgrades/implementations.

Variance Analysis / Reporting:
Support the Supply Chain Planning / Production / Product Development / Finance teams with 
exception reporting and variance tracking related to finished goods and raw material standard 
cost components. Serve as the point person for the seasonal standard cost update process.

Inbound Freight / Customs Brokerage:
Assist with international / domestic shipping for the Supply Chain team. Coordinate inbound 
consolidations with international freight forwarding agents and domestic carriers. Confirm 
tariffs classifications with USA customs. Serve as the point person for all binding rulings and 
duty draw back claims with US customs.

Inventory Status Reporting:
Issue weekly inventory summaries to update the Customer Service and Sales teams on 
delivery timing status of back ordered / oversold SKU’s. Coordinate with Production Scheduler 
to prioritize SKUs in the production cue to maximize customer order fulfillment.

Obsolete Inventory:
Assist Supply Chain Planning Manager in minimizing obsolete inventory and potential 
write-offs. Work with the Finance team to identify inventory reserves for discontinued finished 
goods or raw materials. Coordinate with Material Handling on cycle counts and disposal plans 
for inventory items to be written off. 

Other projects as directed by the Supply Chain Manager or Vice President of Finance

Benefits:

Medical, Dental, Vision, Life, Accident, 401K/Employer Match, Paid Time Off, Paid Holidays, 
Flexible Work Schedule.

The pay range for this position is $52,000 to $62,000.


